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ABSTRACT
Today, most mobile devices are equipped with multiple wireless
network interfaces, but are constrained to use only one network at
the same time. In this paper, we show that using multiple access
networks simultaneously can improve user-perceived QoS and cost-
effectiveness. We present a system architecture that exploits the adap-
tive forwarding plane of Named Data Networking (CCN/NDN) and
implement a system prototype based on the NDN Forwarding Dae-
mon (NFD). More specifically, we propose a set of forwarding strate-
gies that use fine-grained application requirements together with
interfaces estimation techniques for delay, bandwidth, and packet
loss. Our simulation results show that our approach can improve
QoS and/or reduce access costs in many wireless scenarios.

1. INTRODUCTION
Mobile and wireless terminals like smart phones and tablet pcs

are becoming increasingly popular. These devices are often in the
range of multiple wireless access networks like LTE, WiFi, and
Bluetooth. Since each of the these access networks differs in its
characteristics, like bandwidth, latency, bit error rate, security, power
consumption, and network access costs, the end-user wants to select
the best available network at a given time, a notion called Always
Best Connected (ABC) [9]. The literature around ABC [12, 19,
21] contains numerous vertical handover decision strategies and
network selection algorithms that aim to choose the optimal access
network and to provide application transparent (seamless) handovers.
However, all of these approaches assume that a terminal only uses
one access network at a given time, a constraint that requires all
terminal applications to agree on a single access network.

More recent solutions use multiple access networks simultane-
ously with the goal of improved mobility management, bandwidth
aggregation, traffic offloading, or super-linear improvement of TCP
performance [18]. Notable examples include SCTP, MPTCP, and
IP Flow Mobility (see our previous work [17] for a review). While
these approaches solve parts of the problem, they are still limited by
the host-to-host communication model of IP networks. For example,
IP addresses are used both as end-point identifiers and device loca-
tors for routing, which often leads to mobility problems. Moreover,
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since every device needs to maintain a globally routable IP address,
vertical handovers are a rather heavy weight process. Instead of
solving these issues with an IP overlay technology, we propose to
adapt a rising clean-slate architecture.

The increasing share of content distribution among total Inter-
net traffic has motivated the research field of Information-Centric
Networking (ICN), which tries to shift from IP’s communication
model (where) to a content dissemination model (what). In this
work, we use a prominent ICN architecture, called Content-Cen-
tric or Named Data Networking (CCN/NDN) [11], to better exploit
mobile terminals with multiple wireless access networks.

This paper makes the following contributions. In Section 2, we
argue that the information-centric model provides a better abstraction
for exploiting multiple access networks than the host-centric model:
devices no longer have to select a single access network, but can
distribute smaller data units among a pool of available interfaces.
We lay out our system requirements (Section 3) and architecture,
which uses application profiles, interface estimation techniques, and
NDN forwarding strategies (Section 4). Lastly, in Section 5, we
describe our prototype implementation and simulation results of
specific interface estimators and forwarding strategies.

2. THE NDN ARCHITECTURE
NDN has two packet types: 1) interest packets that request data,

contain a hierarchical content name, and are routed towards a perma-
nent storage location (repository), and 2) data packets that follow the
path of the interests like Hansel and Gretel (intended to) follow their
trail of breadcrumbs. Data packets may be cached on and retrieved
from any intermediate router.

NDN routers consists of three parts: 1) The Content Store that
acts as a temporary cache, 2) the Pending Interest Table (PIT) that
stores a mapping of a content name to a set of requesting inbound
faces, and 3) the Forwarding Information Base (FIB) that stores a
mapping from content name prefixes to a set of outgoing interfaces
(instead of exactly one in IP routers). If the FIB contains multiple
alternative paths for a prefix, the NDN strategy layer decides where
to forward incoming interest packets. In our scenario of multihomed
end-devices (Figure 1) the NDN architecture shows the following
differences to the IP model:

1) Content identifiers instead of host identifiers. NDN’s unique
forwarding layer removes all network layer host identifiers, implicitly
splitting them from host locators. Since NDN hosts do not need to
maintain a globally routable IP address, consumer mobility becomes
automatic and seamless. Producer mobility is harder to achieve, but
has been frequently discussed in the past [13, 16, 20, 24]. The NDN
strategy layer is not constrained to select a single network for the
whole terminal, but can decide on a set of outgoing interfaces for
each incoming interest packet. This interest distribution is more
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lightweight than vertical handovers in IP, as content sources do not
need to know the location (i.e., the IP address) of the requester:
interest packets can be sent unmodified on any available interface;
IP packets need a different source address.

LTE

Content

Ad-hoc

WiFi

WiMAX

Client

Figure 1: Multihomed Ter-
minal Scenario

2) Loop-free multipath rout-
ing. Since interest packets
carry a nonce and data pack-
ets follow the exact path of
the interests, neither of the two
NDN packets can loop. This
loop-freeness allows the NDN
strategy layer to send out one
incoming interest simultane-
ously on multiple outgoing in-
terfaces, a feature that can be
used to actively probe links and
to improve the overall QoS.

3) Connectionless, yet state-
ful forwarding. NDN’s stateful
forwarding mechanism allows the forwarding strategy to store perfor-
mance information about each available interface. This information
can later be used to react fast and adaptively to changes in link quality.
For example, NDN forwarding can detect and mitigate link failures in
the order of milliseconds [23]. Moreover, stateful forwarding allows
the strategy to aggregate the available bandwidth, to handle delay
tolerant traffic, to improve handover performance, and to distribute
data in a P2P fashion [17].

4) Support of conversational traffic. In addition to content traffic,
NDN also supports conversational traffic like voice calls, video
conferences, or email. Example applications include Voice-over-
CCN [10], audio conferencing [25], and P2P video streaming [7].

3. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Some goals of multihomed terminals, like seamless handovers, are

intrinsically supported by NDN; others require additional effort. Be-
low we list the requirements of our system that exceed current NDN
functionality. These stem from a number of common observations
about access network and traffic characteristics:

1) Applications differ in their requirements to the network. Some
applications, like file downloads, benefit more from increased through-
put, others, like voice calls, more from reduced packet loss or delay.
Moreover, the function of user-perceived Quality of Experience
(QoE) to network-level QoS differs for each application type (see
Figure 12 in Section 5.3). For example, the voice quality of VoIP
applications that use adaptive encoding will reach a threshold (in the
order of 10’s of kbit/s) at which coding with a higher bandwidth no
longer makes any noticeable difference to the user. Such a threshold
can also be seen with file transfers (a user does not care much if a file
takes 0.1s or 1s to download), but there it is less clearly defined and
also depends on the file size, as large files benefit more from high
bandwidth. The same applies to video codecs, where the threshold
depends on factors like the screen size and screen resolution.

2) Applications differ in their relative importance to the user; most
users perceive the reliability of a bank transfer as more important
than that of a NTP time synchronization request. Thus, they may
want to prioritize these important traffic flows over others.

3) Access networks differ in their link characteristics such as
bandwidth, round-trip delay, bit error rate, and availability. For ex-
ample, WiFi has a higher maximal throughput and higher power
consumption than Bluetooth. Moreover, the signal quality of a wire-
less network strongly affects the QoS: devices close to their access
point typically perform better than those far away.

Figure 2: High-Level System Architecture

4) Access networks differ in cost factors such as monetary costs,
bandwidth limits, and power consumption. Users have a different
cost tolerance for each application; thus, they may want to offload
low-importance traffic to less expensive networks, while keeping
high-importance traffic on expensive, but high quality networks.
For example, many mobile applications prefer to transfer certain
high-bandwidth traffic like software updates only while connected
to (inexpensive) WiFi networks. These considerations lead to the
following system requirements:

1) Cost- and energy-awareness. The system should allow different
notions of costs; for example, one to model energy consumption and
one to model a cellular traffic limit. The system should allow to au-
tomatically offload lower-importance traffic to lower-cost interfaces.

2) Reacting to changes in link quality. The system should detect
and handle both QoS deterioration and recovery. This adaptation to
QoS levels should work more fine-granular than recognizing only
complete link failure and recovery.

3) Exploiting multiple network interfaces. The system should use
multiple network interfaces in parallel to improve overall QoS.

4) Restricting changes to the terminal. The system should not
require to change devices inside the network such as access or back-
bone routers (other than their support of the NDN protocol stack).
Limiting changes to the terminal eases deployment and allows the
terminal to opportunistically exploit new access technologies.

In a related work, Detti et al. [6] proposed a cooperative video
streaming application that offloads traffic from cellular networks
to local peers connected by a WiFi ad-hoc network. One key dif-
ference to our approach is that they use routing to locally address
content: peers add known content chunks to their FIB and the con-
sumer application performs a longest prefix match on the chunk
name, which returns only the face of the local peer. In contrast, our
system relies mainly on forwarding: we assume that the FIB contains
multiple interfaces per prefix (prefixes can be more coarse-grained
than chunk-level) and let the forwarding strategy decide which one
to use.

4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN
Our system architecture uses three components that work on and

above the NDN strategy layer (Figure 2): 1) application profiles, 2)
estimation of interface characteristics, and 3) forwarding strategies.

4.1 Application Profiles
Applications have different network requirements which we model

as specific thresholds of maximal delay, maximal packet loss, maxi-
mal cost, and minimal bandwidth. These requirements are meaning-
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ful to the forwarding strategy, but not necessarily to the application
developer or even end-user. To fill this gap we use a profile layer:
application developers can select high-level profiles that contain
low-level requirements and hide their complexity. We predefine four
of these profiles to model common traffic classes [1]:

1) Conversational real-time services (RTS) include highly inter-
active applications like voice calls, video conferences, and real-time
games. They are typically important to the user, require a round-trip
delay below a strict threshold (less than a few 100 ms), and often
tolerate packet losses up to a certain degree. Some RTS, like voice
calls and certain types of games, require only moderate bandwidth;
others, like video conferences, require a much higher amount.

2) Interactive services, like web browsing or email, are often
delay-sensitive, that is, the RTT should not exceed a few seconds.
These services often require reliable end-to-end transport and low-
to-moderate bandwidth capacity.

3) Streaming services, like stored audio/video streaming and file
transfers, are similar to real-time services, but with a relaxed delay
requirement: they tolerate start-up delays up to a few seconds. How-
ever, they might be sensitive to delay variation (jitter). Streaming
applications have a limited playout buffer (known as jitter buffer) and
have to discard packets that arrive too late, that is, outside the buffer.
These services often consume large amounts of bandwidth and, thus
are a prime candidate for offloading to less expensive networks like
WiFi.

4) Background applications include server-to-server email transfer
and SMS-like messaging applications. These applications typically
tolerate delays above 10 seconds, which allows them to perform
reasonably well on lower cost network interfaces.

In addition to QoS elements, an application profile also contains
one or multiple cost factors to model, for example, provider cost
and energy consumption. These costs are usually a function of the
bandwidth that an application consumes; thus, the cost-level can be
specified relative to the number of requested packets (e.g., 5 cost
units per data packet) or to the size of the consumed traffic. Another
use of the cost factor is to model privacy and security requirements:
insecure links can receive a higher security cost level and applications
can specify a corresponding cost threshold. The semantics and usage
conventions of cost attributes should be described by an API of each
individual forwarding strategy.

If the application developer has deeper knowledge about network-
level QoS, he can create a custom application profile. Moreover, if
the application does not specify its profile, the profile layer can try to
guess the traffic class by observing traffic patterns or user behavior.
Lastly, a single application may define multiple traffic flows with
different QoS profiles. For example, an email client may want to
treat a user-triggered fetch as interactive service and treat regular
polling as background traffic.

4.2 Estimation of Interface Characteristics
To forward packets intelligently, the strategy layer needs to know

the characteristics of all available interfaces. In particular, our system
considers the interface metrics of delay, jitter, packet loss, loss vari-
ation, bandwidth, and different types of cost (see Figure 2). These
characteristics cannot be measured with perfect precision, but can
often be estimated accurately enough to base forwarding decisions
on them. This estimation is done by a number of interface estimator
modules, which share the following design principles.

Interface estimation has to work on an appropriate abstraction
level. Typically, wireless networks differ in physical characteristics
like bit error rate (BER) and low-layer mechanisms like the modula-
tion technique, FEC codes, and retransmissions. Since the presented
system should work with any available access technology, these

details are abstracted away: the following estimation techniques
measure network-layer performance and treat lower-layer behavior
as a black box. Most of them fall into two categories: 1) passive
traffic monitoring and 2) active probing.

Passive monitoring observes the “natural” traffic flow of applica-
tions to estimate interface characteristics; thereby, it avoids additional
traffic overhead, but also misses some features of active probing. For
example, passive probing cannot detect link recovery, that is, a QoS
improvement of a path which is not among the current working paths;
it is hard to determine the performance of an interface that does not
send or receive data.

In contrast, active probing can probe interfaces other than the
current working path to find recovered or “better” interfaces. Since
active probing introduces overhead, the strategy has to adjust the
probing frequency to trade-off lower traffic overhead with more
precise detection of link quality.

In addition, some metrics can be retrieved from external input
like hardware or network provider information. These depend on
the specific metric, like bandwidth estimation, and are discussed in
the next section.

Interface Estimators need to report their information to the for-
warding strategy. We use a moving average calculation to smooth out
noise and to reduce the undesirable effects of random variation. Mov-
ing averages can be computed in two ways: An exponential moving
average (EMA) computes the average by multiplying a smoothing
factor α with the current value Yt and adding it to (1−α) times the
previous values:

EMAt = α ∗ Yt + (1− α) ∗ EMAt−1 (1)

This method uses all older values of Yt, but decreases their impor-
tance exponentially. In contrast, a simple moving average (SMA)
keeps a number of n previous values and computes the arithmetic
mean over them:

SMA =
Yt + Yt−1 + . . .+ Yt−(n−1)

n
(2)

Every time a new value is added, the oldest value drops out of the
computation. A SMA can be computed over the last n packets or the
last m time units, which results in a variable number of n packets,
depending on how many packets were sent or received during that
time period. We report specific results about the moving average
calculation of the loss estimator in Section 5.

4.3 Forwarding Strategies
The main functionality of our system is implemented by NFD for-

warding strategies. A forwarding strategy uses information from FIB
entries, from application requirements, and from interface estimation
to decide where to send on incoming interest packets. We assume
that the FIB routes are correct, that is, interfaces from the FIB return
content unless there is an unexpected failure. The forwarding strate-
gies in our system are not required to probe paths outside the FIB to
find off-path cache copies, but may optionally do so. Each strategy
class defines an API for the profile layer which contains the strat-
egy’s set of parameters together with their semantics. Instances of
these strategy classes contain specific parameter values, are bound
to a name-prefix, and are looked up with a longest-prefix match.
Moreover, the strategy informs the interface estimators about sent
and received packets and performs active probing measurements.

Forwarding strategies can also perform interest retransmissions.
These strategy layer retransmissions can be useful, because they can
access more context information (e.g., about multiple paths) than
higher layers. For example, retransmitted packets can be sent on
a different (e.g., more costly) interface than before to increase the
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chance of data retrieval. A common practice is to perform strategy
retransmissions if the application requests a given packet again. An-
other option for a router is to retransmit interests after a timeout,
independently of the application. However, Abu et al. [2] argue that
the latter approach is undesirable, because it increases the network
load without reducing the number of PIT entries.

We categorize forwarding strategies into three classes [17]:
1) Best Interface First (BIF) strategies send out interest packets

on a pre-determined “best” interface and may choose others for re-
transmitted interests. These strategies change their interface ranking
dynamically according to variation in the QoS of the employed links
(as reported by the interface estimators). BIF is the default and prob-
ably the preferred choice for most traffic classes; however, special
cases may benefit from one of the other categories.

2) Packet Striping strategies can split a single application flow on
different network interfaces to aggregate their bandwidth, allowing
the user to run applications whose bandwidth requirement cannot be
satisfied by a single link. However, since the available bandwidth per
access technology varies greatly, this approach seems rarely useful
on real-world terminals [18].

3) Parallel strategies send out interest packets redundantly to
minimize content response time and packet loss in a trade-off against
higher costs. The strategy uses the first returning data packet and
discards the later arriving ones, thus reducing the overall content
response time to the minimum of the response times of all involved
interfaces (IF):

RTTtotal = min{RTTi | i ∈ IF} (3)

The impact on packet loss depends on the loss distribution of all
involved links. In the worst case, losses are totally correlated and the
overall loss rate is the minimum of the loss rates on the links (pi):

ploss = min{pi | i ∈ IF} (4)

If the losses of different links are independent, the total loss rate is
the product of the individual loss rates:

ploss =
�

i∈IF

pi (5)

Although unlikely, losses may be negatively correlated, that is, a
loss on one channel makes it more likely to retrieve data on another
channel. In the best case (corr = -1) the total loss rate is much lower
than that of a single link:

ploss = max{0, 1−
�

i∈IF

(1− pi)} (6)

The question arises to which loss model most accurately approxi-
mates real-world wireless packet losses. When using technologies
with different access ranges, like WWAN and WLAN, a mobile termi-
nal may well experience independent loss characteristics. However, if
technologies are similar, like a connection to two WiFi access points,
correlated losses are more likely. Since parallel strategies produce a
large overhead they are most useful for traffic with high importance,
low total bandwidth, and strong loss and/or delay requirements, that
is, for real time communication services. We provide the design and
initial evaluation of one of such strategies in Section 5.3.

5. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION & PER-
FORMANCE EVALUATION

Below we describe a proof-of-concept implementation of our
system’s strategy layer. We have implemented the system based on
the NFD platform, because of NFD’s active development community
and modular C++ code; however, with a few adjustments, one can

also implement the system in CCNx [4]. We have released the source
code of our implementation for experimentation at [8].

5.1 Shared Elements
Before diving into the strategy specifics, we describe a number of

shared components:

Interface Probing.
The following strategies perform active probing, that is, they send

out interest packets on paths other than the current working path to
detect changes in interface performance. Since probing provides no
direct performance benefit, the strategy has to trade-off the accuracy
of interface estimation with the network overhead of probing packets.
To control the probing effort, we follow Yi et al.’s [22] suggestion
to split the probing into two functions: bool probingDue() and
void probeInterfaces().

The function probingDue() decides if other interfaces are probed
at a given time point. We currently use two versions of probingDue:
1) one that probes interfaces (i.e., returns TRUE) every x packets,
and 2) one that probes for all incoming packets during periodic
time periods. Other options are to probe every y seconds, probe
both every x packets and every y seconds, or use more complicated
algorithms. When probingDue() returns TRUE, the strategy runs the
function probeInterfaces() that decides which interfaces are probed.
Currently, we probe all faces except the current working face (which
receives the packet anyway); other options are to probe a random
face and to probe faces in round robin.

Probing packets use a different nonce to avoid being dropped by
the loop detection of an intermediate router. For example, in the
topology of Figure 3, if an interest is sent with the same nonce both on
face 256 and, for probing, on face 257, the router Backbone thinks
that the later arriving one is looped and drops it. Consequently, one
of the faces does not return a data packet, distorting its performance
estimation.

Strategy parameters.
The profile layer needs a mechanism to pass parameters to the

selected strategy instance. Since NFD does not natively support
strategy parameters, we encode them as part of the strategy name
with the syntax

/strategy-name/version/p1=v1, . . . , pn=vn (7)

where pi denote parameter names and vi denote parameter values.
Some parameters have a lower value vli and an upper value vui,
which we connect with a dash: pi=vli–vui

Like the strategy instance itself, the parameters are saved per name-
prefix and looked up in a longest-prefix match (LPM). If the LPM
does not return any entries, the strategy uses a set of pre-defined
default parameters.

We currently pass the interface cost through NDN’s routing cost
value. If a strategy needs more than one cost attribute, this can also
be done via parameters.

Measurement Information.
A forwarding strategy has to store performance measurements

of the available links. For this purpose, it creates instances of the
interface estimator classes described below. Some of this informa-
tion, like interface cost, is the same for all applications flows and is
stored per-face; other information differs for each application and
must be stored per-name-prefix-per-face. For example, the round-
trip delay of two flows can differ strongly if they share the same
network interface, but use different paths in the backbone network.
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Figure 3: Topology Figure 4: Loss State

Figure 5: Congestion Control Example

Our implementation currently saves this per-name-prefix informa-
tion at one level upward of interest names, which by convention end
with a sequence number. Thus, if an application flow requests the
packets /prefix/A/seq1 to /prefix/A/seq100 they share the same mea-
surement information; another flow that requests /prefix/B/seqXY
maintains separate performance measurements. If storing measure-
ments one level up creates too much overhead, one can aggregate
measurement information further, like storing them two levels up.
Measurement information is looked up in a longest-prefix match and
may default to per-face information for new applications.

Performance Evaluation.
We have performed a simulation in ndnSIM 2.0 [14] to point

out certain characteristics of our implementation. The simulation
topology (Figure 3) models a wireless terminal with multiple access
networks and is shared by all evaluation scenarios; however, the con-
sumer applications and link characteristics differ, and are described
in detail in the specific scenarios below.

Congestion Control and Caching Effects.
Congestion control in NDN is still an open research topic. Typi-

cally, NDN consumer applications use a congestion window with a
TCP-like Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) mecha-
nism. The window is increased on returning data and decreased on
out-of-order packets, timeouts, or delay variation [5].

Congestion control at the consumer is difficult, because of NDN’s
multipath strategy layer and its use of in-network caching: both are
transparent to the application and create a large variation in link QoS.
For example, a forwarding strategy can transparently change the out-
going face, leaving the consumer’s congestion window maladapted
to the new path characteristics. This adverse effect of path variability
can be reduced by giving the congestion-control algorithm informa-
tion about the underlying network. A first step is to use the per-face
information of the strategy layer: all faces in the FIB (F1 and F2 in
the example of Figure 5) maintain their own congestion window and
measurement information, a change that improves the performance
when the strategy switches between faces, but ignores path differ-
ences that lie beyond the first hop. For example, Face 1 in Figure 5
can be served by two content producers, introducing variability when
the backbone router C3 changes between them. To address these
path differences, one can keep per-route information [3], that is, one
can discern between non-disjoint paths towards permanent content
producers (like the 4 non-disjoint paths to the 3 content producers
in Figure 5).

This per-route information allows a more fine-grained congestion
control, but requires to extend NDN packets with route labels and

Figure 6: Packet Loss Map

still leaves the problem of high path variability due to in-network
caching. For example, a packet answered by a cache (cache hit)
can have a much lower rtt than one answered by a producer (cache
miss), a difference that may impair delay-based mechanisms for
retransmission timeouts and congestion control. The effect of this
variability is different for each of the interface estimators (delay,
packet loss, and bandwidth); bandwidth estimation, for example,
may be more constrained by a bottleneck link than by the cache hit
ratio. One option to avoid the caching variability is to keep per-
cache congestion windows in addition to per-producer information
(8 routes to 7 caches/producers in Figure 5). However, the number
of possible caches is unknown and possibly much larger than that
of content providers, which could lead to an unacceptable memory
overhead.

More coarse-grained solutions avoid this overhead and some argue
that these are still effective in reducing congestion; examples include
using congestion-control without per-path information [5] and using
one shared congestion window for all routes together with per-route
measurement information [3]. Another rationale for coarse-grained
congestion control is that, in wireless networks, the access links often
have a much higher impact on QoS than the backbone network. In
this case, one can safely use per-face congestion control and ignore
caching effects.

We have experimented with the ConsumerWindow application of
ndnSIM; however, its current design is unsuitable for our scenario,
since it resets the congestion window on each timeout, leading to
unstable measurement results. Thus, we leave congestion control
measurements for future work and, in the following experiments, use
a consumer with a constant bit rate.

5.2 Interface Estimators
The current implementation estimates interface performance ac-

cording to the three main QoS metrics: delay, packet loss, and
bandwidth.

Delay Estimator.
The implemented delay estimator is based on the RttEstimator of

the NFD prototype, which itself is based on the NS-3 simulator. On
every returning data packet, it adds the new rtt value to the old ones
using an exponential moving average (α = 0.1). We use two output
values of the delay estimator: 1) the mean round-trip time (rtt) and
2) the request timeout (rto), that is, the mean rtt plus 4 times the
variance.

Loss Estimator.
Since there is no existing loss estimator in NFD, we present our

own design. Unfortunately, the loss estimator cannot use an expo-
nential moving average, because there are no discrete values like “x
ms” for packet loss. Instead, an interest packet can have one of three
loss states (see Figure 4):

• Satisfied: A data packet has returned for that interest
• Unknown: A data packet may return in the future
• Lost: No data packet has returned before the timeout

We use these states to calculate a simple moving average over the
last n time units.
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Figure 7: Performance of the Loss Estimator

A trivial solution is to simply count the number of sent interest
and received data packets over a given time period and to calculate
the loss percentage as follows:

ploss =
Isent −Drec

Isent
(8)

However, since data arrives later than interests are sent out, received
data packets may count for a different interval than their correspond-
ing interests, which causes large fluctuations in loss estimates; an
interval that contains more data than interest packets even results in
a negative loss estimate.

To estimate packet loss more accurately, the estimator must main-
tain a unique association between sent interest packets and returning
data packets. Interest and data packets can be matched according to
the content name and the respective interface (see Figure 4); however,
the consumer application can retransmit lost packets, which results
in multiple sent interests per received data packet. We assume that
the strategy layer can detect these retransmissions, for example, by
recognizing interests with a duplicate content name or a duplicate
nonce, coming from the local application face.

Our loss estimator stores each sent interest in a key/value map
lossMap <time stamp, content name>. For each returning
data packet, it clears the content name to mark a satisfied packet.
Entries that still have their content name are considered unknown
before the timeout and lost after it (see Figure 6). The timeout is
currently set based on delay estimates (the mean rtt plus 4 times
the variance); another option is to use the interest lifetime (i.e., the
time that an application still considers the data to be useful). When
the loss estimator detects a retransmitted packet, it marks the earlier
packet as lost and ignores all later arriving duplicates (implemented
by changing the content name inside the loss map to “lost”).

Finally, we calculate the loss percentage as ratio of lost to total
packets during the loss window, a sliding window that starts after
the timeout:

ploss =
NLOST

NLOST +NSATISFIED
(9)

If the current loss window is empty, the loss estimator returns a
negative value (currently -10%). The forwarding strategy can decide
how to handle these missing loss estimates; in the following, we treat
them like a loss-free channel.

We have measured the performance of the Loss Estimator in
ndnSIM with the ConsumerCBR application that sends 500 interest
packets per second and retransmits lost ones after a delay-based
timeout. The paths are modeled with a uniform loss distribution of
10%, 20%, and 30% and respective delays of 200 ms, 300 ms, and
500 ms (using the topology of Figure 3). The strategy uses a loss
window of 4 seconds, sends interests on the lowest-loss face, and
probes all other faces every 10th packet.

We observed that, after the individual timeout, the loss estimator
is very accurate, that is, the mean of the reported loss value matches
the actual packet loss (Figure 7a). We noticed that the loss estimation
is barely affected by static differences in link delay; however, delay-
based timeouts may overestimate packet loss if the delay estimation
is inaccurate. This problem can be avoided by using the interest
lifetime (default 2s) as timeout, but that introduces a static and high
delay for the loss estimator to react to changes.

The loss estimator is more precise for the working path, that is, it
has a low variance of reported values, as the variance depends on
the traffic load on the channel, the probing frequency, and the size
of the loss window. To improve the precision, one can increase the
probing frequency, at a higher overhead, or increase the duration of
the loss window, at a higher delay until the strategy reacts to changes
in packet loss.

In addition to uniform random loss, we consider the effect of
congestion-based packet losses on loss estimation and strategy be-
havior (Figure 7b - 7f). We have limited the bandwidth of face 256
(10% loss) below the requested data load, thereby producing addi-
tional packet drops at the queue of an intermediate router (R1 in
Figure 3). If the bandwidth at R1 is limited to a degree that a large
percentage of the probing packets are lost, the loss estimator reports
a high loss value, allowing the strategy to avoid the congested path
(Figure 7b and 7c). However, if the congested link still allows the
probing traffic to go through, an oscillation pattern arises (Figure
7d): First, face 256 is selected as working face, because it has the
lowest packet loss (10%). After a while, the load on the path leads to
increasing packet losses (and loss estimates) at R1, so the working
path changes to face 257. Path 256 now only has to transfer the
lower probing load, recovers, and the pattern repeats itself. A trivial
solution for this problem is to increase the amount of probing, but
that also increases traffic overhead.
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Figure 8: Bandwidth – Burst Estimation
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Figure 9: Performance of the Bandwidth Estimator

An approach that avoids additional overhead is to use bursty packet
probing: instead of probing every 10th packet, we now probe all
packets during bursts of 400 ms every 4 seconds (the probing interval
must be shorter or equal to the loss window to ensure that at least
one probing burst falls inside the window). In this case, a part of the
probing load is lost due to congestion and the loss estimation stays
at a level that discourages the use of the congested path (Figure 7e).

Another scenario is congestion at a shared router in the backbone
network. In this case, the congestion-based loss often dwarfs the
random loss at the local links, so that the loss estimator (with both
steady and bursty probing) detects an equal congestion on each
path (Figure 7f). To prevent the strategy from randomly switching
between them, one can use a hysteresis, that is, a policy to only
change the working path if another path has a loss percentage which
is at least x percent lower than the current one. We discuss two
specific hysteresis implementations in the next section.

Bandwidth Estimator.
A strategy could probe the bandwidth the same way as loss and

delay, that is, it could send out probing packets and observe the
throughput of the returning data; however, that would require to
fill the capacity of all non-working paths, creating an unacceptable
traffic overhead. One option to avoid that overhead is to use passive
bandwidth estimation, that is, to observe the traffic that naturally
flows over each path. However, this method only returns accurate
bandwidth estimations of the current working path (or multiple work-
ing paths); for other paths, it returns the throughput of the probing
traffic plus the traffic of other applications, often a much too small
value.

We use another bandwidth estimator, called burst estimator, that
uses short bursts with high traffic load (flooding) and measures the
resulting throughput (see Figure 8). The burst estimator performs
regular probing with a fixed interval length and probing duration,
such as probing every 3 seconds for 100 ms. It measures the returning
data traffic that falls inside periodic bandwidth windows which follow
the probing window with a delay of one rtt, that is, the time the data
of the probes is expected to return. Moreover, it calculates a simple
moving average over a sliding window, which must be a multiple
of the probing interval to assure that it always contains the same
number of bandwidth windows. The burst estimator extrapolates
the throughput during the bandwidth windows to the whole sliding

window:

BW =

�
DataInBwWindow

slidingWindowSize
∗ probingInterval

probingDuration
(10)

We have compared the two bandwidth estimators in the following
measurement scenario: An application creates a constant data stream
of 1200 KB/s, but the strategy always chooses link 258, which is
limited to 100 KB/s. The other two links have a bandwidth of 500
KB/s and 200 KB/s, respectively, and are probed every 10th packet.
The link delays are 1000 ms (link 256), 500 ms (link 257), and 200
ms (link 258).

The passive bandwidth estimator returns accurate values for the
working path, but vastly underestimates the other two, which only re-
ceive an estimate of 120 KB/s, exactly the throughput of the probing
traffic (see Figure 9a).

The burst estimator probes all paths every 2 seconds for 200 ms
and uses a sliding window of 4 seconds. It estimates the bandwidth
of the non-working path much more accurately (Figure 9b), without
increasing the traffic overhead. Moreover, it is not influenced by
static differences in link delay, as it takes the delay estimates into
account; however, the estimates may be skewed by delay variability,
that is, when the actual path delay differs from delay estimates.

In addition to these two estimators, there is a large literature of
bandwidth estimation techniques for IP networks [15]. Future work
could evaluate if and how those techniques can be adapted to NDN.

5.3 Forwarding Strategies
According to Occam’s Razor, the simplest solution to a given

problem should be preferred; more complex systems need to be justi-
fied by added functionality. Therefore, we describe three forwarding
strategies that range from low to higher complexity, and show their
merits in different evaluation scenarios.

Lowest Cost Strategy.
The Lowest Cost Strategy (LCS) takes three parameters which

specify application requirements: maximal packet loss (maxloss),
maximal delay (maxdelay) and minimal bandwidth (minbw). It uses
an ordinal ranking of costs and sends out packets to the interface
with the lowest cost that satisfies all requirements. The requirement
values are considered as hard thresholds, that is, if the profile sets a
maximal delay of 100 ms, the strategy considers a link with a delay
of 101 ms as inappropriate and, if possible, chooses one with a lower
delay. When none of the interfaces can satisfy all requirements,
the strategy uses one priority attribute to decide where to forward
packets; for example, if the priority is set to delay and no face
satisfies all requirements, the strategy chooses the lowest-cost face
that satisfies the delay requirement and, if this is not possible, the
face with the lowest delay.

Even with this simple design, the Lowest Cost Strategy has a
number of advantages over the currently available forwarding strate-
gies. First, it can choose the best interface according to application
requirements. Second, it can detect a QoS degradation of the cur-
rent working path and switch to a better path. Third, it can detect
fine-grained path recovery, like a reduction in packet loss from 5%
to 2%, and switch to the recovered face if desired. We investigate
how far the LCS achieves these goals in the following performance
evaluation.

Figure 10 shows the functionality of the Lowest Cost Strategy in
a prototypical test scenario. The client has three paths which are
modeled with the following characteristics: Face 256 has a RTT of
300 ms, 5% packet loss, and the highest cost. Face 257 has 400
ms delay, also 5% packet loss, and medium cost. Face 258 has 200
ms delay, 30% packet loss, and the lowest cost. The strategy is
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Figure 10: Behavior of the Lowest Cost Strategy in the Case of
Link Deterioration and Recovery

configured with the parameters maxdelay=500[ms],maxloss=10[%]
and the priority attribute is set to “delay”. The interest lifetime is 2
seconds and the loss estimator uses a delay-based timeout together
with a loss window of 3 seconds. Moreover, we set up four events at
different time points of the measurement run:

• 10 sec: Loss deterioration of path 257 to 15%.
• 20 sec: Delay deterioration of path 256 to 700 ms.
• 30 sec: Delay recovery of path 256 back to 300 ms.
• 40 sec: Loss recovery of path 257 back to 5%.

We observed the following behavior: After a short phase where
no loss estimation is available yet, the strategy selects face 257 as
the one with the lowest cost that satisfies all requirements. After the
loss deterioration, the strategy sets the working face to 256 and after
the delay deterioration to 258. Similarly, after the loss and delay
recovery, the strategy selects the previous faces again.

We observe that the strategy switches paths faster after delay
changes than after loss changes, caused by the differences in the two
interface estimators: the EMA of the delay estimator adjusts faster to
changes than the SMA of the loss estimator. The timeout face (T/O)
shows the application-level timeouts (retransmissions are disabled)
which follow the loss characteristic of the selected interface with a
delay of the interest lifetime, that is, 2 seconds. The timeout rate
increases at the start of the loss deterioration before the face changes
to 256 (at 10+2 seconds) and whenever face 258 is selected. The
application-level delay, which is not plotted, behaved as expected:
the RTT was between 200 and 700 milliseconds, depending on the
selected path.

In a second evaluation (Figure 11), we want to show how precise
the selection of a path works around the parameter threshold. We
set up two paths: one with low cost and a delay value of 200 ms
without variance; another one with a higher cost, but lower delay
(the exact value does not matter). Figure 11a shows the amount
of traffic that flows on the path with 200 ms. For threshold values
above 200 ms, the strategy sends all traffic except the 10% probing
overhead on the expected path. However, for values below 200 ms,
some traffic is sent over the path with a delay that is higher than
specified. This behavior can be eliminated by using a hysteresis:
all paths that are not the current working path must be at least be x
(currently 20) percent better than the given requirement to become
the working path; for example, if the delay requirements is 200 ms,
non-working paths need to be below 180 ms. For the non-variable
delay measurement, this creates a clear switching point at 200 ms
(Figure 11a).

We repeated the measurement with a mean packet loss of 20%
and high loss variance (loss estimation report in Figure 11c). In this
case, the hysteresis no longer creates a clear switching point (Figure
11b) and moderately biases the choice towards the face with lower
loss and higher cost. However, with the hysteresis, the strategy stays

QoS Metric A

Q
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QoS Metric B

Q
oE

QoS Metric C

Q
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Figure 12: Generic Relationship Between Network-level QoS
and User-perceived QoE

much longer on the selected interface (either lower-loss or lower-
cost) as seen by the number of switches of the working face (Figure
11d).

MADM Strategy.
One limitation of the Lowest Cost Strategy is its implicit and im-

precise notion of costs. To allow multiple and more fine-grained cost
attributes, we designed a strategy based on Multiple Attribute Deci-
sion Making (MADM). In addition to cost-awareness, the MADM
strategy takes the relationship between application-level QoE and
network-level QoS into account (see Figure 12 and the discussion
in Section 3). Most applications show a linear (B) or step wise (C)
relationship rather than a hard threshold (A). To model metric B and
to approximate metric C, the MADM strategy uses two threshold
values: an upper threshold (maxi), which achieves the maximal pos-
sible QoE for the application, and a lower threshold (mini), which
is the bare minimum QoS requirement, that is, anything worse is
unacceptable. For example, an adaptive video streaming application
could set its thresholds to minbw = 100Kbit/s (lowest video qual-
ity) and maxbw = 5Mbit/s (highest video quality). The attributes
that lie between these thresholds are then normalized to an interval
between 0 and 1. The simplest option is linear normalization, as seen
in metric B of Figure 12; moreover, one can use exponential, loga-
rithmic, or sigmoidial functions [19] to model diminishing returns
of higher QoS like additional bandwidth.

One must distinguish between upward attributes (e.g., bandwidth)
where higher values denote a better QoS and downward attributes
(e.g., delay, cost, loss) where the opposite is the case. Considering
these details, we normalize each attribute i with a linear function:

vui =





0 if xi ≤ mini

xi−mini
maxi−mini

if mini < xi < maxi

1 if xi ≥ maxi

(11)

Downward attributes invert the normalized value: vdi = 1− vui

For example, an application profile could set the requested minimal
delay to 100 ms and the tolerated maximal delay to 300 ms. In this
case, vdel = 1 for any observed delay below 100 ms, vdel = 0.5 for
a delay of 200 ms, and vdel = 0 for a delay above 300 ms. To model
a hard threshold, like metric A in Figure 12, the application profile
can specify only one attribute value. In this case, both min and max
are set to this value and the same formula applies.

These normalized values are then weighted and the strategy sends
the interest packet on the interface with the highest total value. Cur-
rently, we use simple additive weighting (another option is multi-
plicative exponential weighting) of all attribute values vi with all
weights wi set to 1:

VSAW =
�

i∈IF

wi ∗ vi ∀wi.vi ≥ 0 (12)

In addition to attribute weighting, our current implementation
makes a number of fine adjustments: First, if one attribute value is
0, the total sum of the face is set to 0. This measure prevents that
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Figure 11: Effect of a Hysteresis on the Precision of the Lowest Cost Strategy

a path which is insufficient in one attribute (and good in others) is
chosen over one that is at least acceptable in all of them. Second, to
prevent unnecessary oscillation between paths, the strategy uses a
hysteresis, which is implemented by increasing the total value of the
current working face by x (currently 20) percent.

The MADM strategy also introduces the concept of a Cost Esti-
mator: it sees cost as a variable attribute that can change according
to user requirements and traffic behavior. The strategy uses this vari-
able cost factor to automatically react to a traffic limit on an interface
(like a provider-induced limit on a cellular network): the closer the
traffic gets to the limit, the costlier it becomes to use this interface.
This cost adjustment allows the strategy to offload unimportant traffic
to lower cost (and possibly lower quality) interfaces.

To perform this traffic offloading, the strategy needs to set a few
conventions. The current implementation specifies the default cost
(cdef ) of one interface as 100 and the maximal cost (cmax) as 1000.
If an interface has a traffic limit, a function adjustCost() takes
the current traffic load and increases the cost as follows:

c = max{cdef , 1000 ∗ tcur
tlimit

} (13)

Thus, if 90% of the traffic limit is reached, the cost will be set to
900. The application profile can use this information to define a cost
limit; an application with a limit of [600− 800] discourages using
interfaces that are over 60% of their limit and completely avoids
those over 80%. Moreover, the strategy stops probing interfaces
whose cost are above the upper limit to reduce unnecessary traffic
load.

We have investigated the cost limit in a scenario with two con-
sumer applications (Figure 13). The first application (App1) sends a
constant stream of 100 packets per second (pps) and always chooses
the lowest loss face; the second application (App2) sends 200 pps
and uses the parameters maxloss=0[%]-40[%],maxcost=500-700,
that is, it also prefers the lowest loss face, but adds a cost constraint.
The topology is as follows: link 256 has 10% packet loss and a
traffic limit of 10 megabyte; link 257 has 20% packet loss and no
limit. This configuration roughly simulates a terminal with a high
quality, but costly, cellular network and a low quality, but cheap,
WiFi network.

We observed that App2 stops using the costly face after about 22
seconds when about 54% of the traffic limit is exhausted; it stops
probing link 256 after about 36 seconds when exactly 70% of the
traffic limit is reached. However, face 256 can still be probed or used
by another application. Currently, every application is responsible
for probing the interfaces it may want to use, which can create a
large overhead when there are many concurrent applications. This
probing overhead can be reduced by using a centralized probing
instance. More general, interface probing leaves many questions for
future work: how often to probe, which algorithms to use, and how
fine-grained to aggregate probing measurements.
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Figure 13: Behavior of the MADM Strategy in the Traffic Limit
Scenario

Selective Parallel Strategy.
The Selective Parallel Strategy falls into the category of parallel

strategies (Section 4.3) with the main target of real-time communica-
tion services. Like the Lowest Cost Strategy, it uses the parameters
loss, delay, and bandwidth and chooses the interface with the lowest
cost that satisfies all requirements. However, if one of the require-
ments is not met, it sends interest packets on multiple interfaces
simultaneously until one face satisfies all requirements again. The
number of interfaces that the strategy adds can be tuned based on the
application needs. In the following evaluation, we use two alterna-
tives: sending packets on the two best faces (SP-Best2) and flooding
them on all available faces (SP-Flood).

We configure the paths of the topology from Figure 3 with delays
of 200 ms, 400 ms, and 600 ms. The paths are probed every 10th
packet (if the strategy uses probing) and the consumer application
sends 300 pps without retransmissions. The packet loss of the paths is
modeled as follows: every 2 seconds each path receives a random loss
percentage between 0 and 30 %. The application profile is set to keep
the total loss below 10%. We have compared a number of forwarding
strategies according to their ability to do so; we compare two metrics
over 30 measurement runs (see Figure 14): 1) the percentage of
intervals of 3 seconds that are below 10% packet loss and 2) the
amount of sent interests summed up over all faces.

We observed the following results: The best-route strategy (Be-
stRoute) stays on one path, does not probe other paths, and thus sends
exactly 300 pps. However, it has the highest packet loss of all strate-
gies. The Lowest Cost Strategy (LCS) creates a much lower overall
loss, since it changes the path as soon as a better one is available. It
uses 10% more interest packets due to probing, but this amount was
set manually and may be lower in practice.

To achieve an even better satisfaction of the loss requirement, one
can use redundant transmission, that is, to send one interest packet
simultaneously on multiple interfaces. The simplest of these strate-
gies is to flood all packets among all available interfaces (Broadcast),
but that method heavily increases overhead (here to 3 times the
amount, since the topology uses 3 interfaces). The two versions of
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Figure 14: Performance of the Selective Parallel Strategy

the selective parallel strategy achieve nearly the same performance
(as measured by the amount of intervals that satisfy the packet loss
requirement), at a much lower overhead.

We use this evaluation to exemplify the possibilities of parallel
forwarding. We recognize that it is a rather rough outline and future
work has to expand on the details and use cases of this new adaptive
forwarding method.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Today’s mobile devices can transfer data by an unprecedented

number of wireless technologies. To fully exploit their capabilities,
one needs to move beyond the selection of single access networks
towards more fine-grained control. We argue that NDN’s content-
oriented model is a great fit for this problem.

We have presented a system architecture that uses NDN’s unique
forwarding layer to improve end-user QoE and to reduce the terminals
access cost and power consumption. Our prototype implementation
illustrates the effects of specific mechanisms like interface probing,
packet loss estimation, and the use of hysteresis thresholds. As shown
in the evaluation, the system can adapt to fine-grained changes in
link quality and adheres precisely to the application’s cost tolerance.

Work still remains to be done in a number of areas. First, one can
investigate which bandwidth estimation techniques can be adapted
from IP networks. Moreover, the details of interface probing and
of parallel forwarding strategies need to be worked out. A good
strategy design in this area could strongly improve the QoE of real-
time communication services in situations of suboptimal wireless
link quality. Lastly, one should move from synthetic simulation
scenarios to more realistic trace-driven scenarios and performance
evaluation on real devices.
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